April 5, 2017

This document addresses the Buy American Act under the Federal Acquisition Regulations that took effect on February 17, 2009. The addendum “American Recovery and Reinvestment Act” (ARRA) requires that a product must be manufactured in the United States of America.

All BAPI products are manufactured in the U.S. at our Gays Mills, WI, facility and fulfill the requirements and conform to the Buy America Act as stated under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) except the few products listed below.

- BA/BB, BA/BB2, BA/BB4........Plastic enclosure only
- BA/BG..............................BAPI Thermostat Guards
- BA/420CO.........................CO sensor transmitters
- BA/FPB............................Flexible probe brackets
- BA/(2”4”8") .......................Stainless steel or brass thermowells
- BA/*-(A,SA) .....................Flexible Averaging sensors

Sincerely,

Anita L. Reichling
Technical Product Manager
Building Automation Products, Inc.